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argue that the bank closings and noteholder losses of the
period were caused not by banks cheating their noteholders, but rather by banks and their noteholders simply
responding to capital losses sustained because of market
forces. The detailed data we collected on several free
banking states support this argument. Very few free banks
that closed fit a testable definition of a wildcat bank. But
periods of substantial declines in the prices of state
bonds—which were large parts of free bank portfolios—
correspond to periods when most free bank closings and
noteholder losses occurred.

Shinplasters, shingles, stump tails, and red dogs are some
of the colorful names given to paper money issued by U.S.
state banks during what is known as the Free Banking Era,
the 26 years from 1837 to 1863. During this period, U.S.
banks were restricted by laws and regulations much less
than ever before. And as the somewhat derogatory names
for their currency imply, allowing such freedom in banking
did not work very well: many free banks closed, and many
of their notes lost value.
The conventional explanation for why this happened is
fraud. Little government intervention is said to have encouraged dishonest bankers to form wildcat banks. These
were banks formed only to defraud the public by issuing
notes they would never redeem in specie (gold or silver).
There are several versions of how banks are supposed to
have managed thisfraud,but one popular story is that they
discouraged attempts at redemption by setting up redemption offices in areas populated only by wildcats, in areas,
that is, hard to get to or far away from the communities in
which they circulated their notes. Wildcat bankers reputedly profited, then, by quickly closing the banks after all
the notes were circulated and disappearing with the banks'
assets.
Until recently this view of the Free Banking Era was
based on little more than anecdotal evidence, yet it has
remained the generally accepted view for more than a
century.1 Our close look at the period challenges this view
and leads us to suggest that there is a better explanation
than fraud for free banking's problems. Specifically, we

Free Banking Laws Were Popular. . .
The door was opened to free banking in 1836, when
Congress closed the Second Bank of the United States.
The Second Bank, much like the First Bank of the United
States, had been both a public and a private institution. As
a public institution, it helped promote the safety and
soundness of banking by regularly presenting for payment
the currency of state banks it suspected of overissuing.
This forced state banks to keep an adequate supply of
specie on hand, thus limiting the amount of notes they
*Also, while working on this study, Visiting Scholar, Research Department,
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
iRockoff (1974, 1975) was the first to formally test this view, and his work
shows that it somewhat overstates the problems with free banking. Specifically,
RockofF found that several states had successful free banking systems. However,
he also found that many states experienced at least some problems, and he argued
that these problems were due to wildcat banking.
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print for those which followed—and many did. Laws of
this type were eventually passed by a majority of states.
(See Table 1.)

could issue. As a private institution, the Second Bank
behaved like any other bank—lending, investing, accepting deposits, and issuing notes. Its expansion into banking
and credit markets was so extensive that by the time its
charter expired in 1836 it had 25 branches scattered
around the country. Since the Second Bank provided a
large portion of the nation's banking services, when its
charter was not renewed, most states recognized a need to
establish new banking facilities.
States also recognized that their chartering systems
would not allow a large number of banks to open quickly in
response to the void left by the closing of the Second Bank.
Until 1836, most states had a very cumbersome, and at
times political, bank chartering system. The only way an
individual or a group of individuals could start a bank was
to have the state legislature pass a specific act. This
involved convincing state legislators that more banking
facilities were needed and that the management for the
proposed bank was competent. Many state legislatures
would only charter banks for very specific purposes, for
example, to help finance a railroad, a bridge, or some other
public enterprise. Not surprisingly, such chartering decisions were time consuming and often more political than
economic.
After the Second Bank closed in 1836, therefore, most
states began to reform their bank chartering systems so
that entry into the banking industry would be easier. States
had to temper the goal of easy entry, however, by another
goal, one they shared with the First and Second Banks: to
provide banking customers with a stable banking environment, in particular, a safe currency. Most states attempted
to reach these two goals by enacting what were calledfree
banking laws.
The first free banking law was proposed in New York.
Its provisions openly aimed at both easy entry and safety.
The law allowed anyone to operate a bank as long as two
basic requirements were met: all notes the bank issued had
to be backed by state bonds deposited at the state auditor's
office; and all notes had to be redeemable on demand at
par, or face, value. As long as a free bank met these
requirements, it could receive the interest on the bonds
backing its notes. If it failed to redeem even one note
presented for payment, however, the auditor would close
the bank, sell the bonds, and pay off the noteholders. If the
bond sale did not generate enough specie to redeem the
bank's notes at par, noteholders had additional protection
by having first legal claim to the bank's other assets. New
York's proposed free banking law became the basic blue-

. . . But Problematic
When free banking is judged only by the laws' first objective, encouraging more banking, it has to be considered a
success. In New York, for example, the total number of
banks nearly doubled in the first three years after the law
was passed. In less than two years, 120 banks started, and
over 50 of these opened very soon after the law was passed
(Hammond 1957, p. 596). In Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, respectively, 40, 30, 18, and 16
new banks were established within a year after free
banking laws were passed (Hammond 1957, p. 601;
Rolnick and Weber 1982b, Appendix).
Free banking, however, must also be judged by the
laws' second objective, by how many banks survived and
provided their communities with a stable source of banking
services, especially a safe currency. Measured by this
criterion, free banking is generally considered a failure.
Michigan's disastrous experience with free banking is
probably the most famous. Early in 1837, the state
legislature passed the first free banking law in America, a
law that was modeled after New York's proposal, then still
being debated. In most ways the two laws were the same.
(The major difference was that under Michigan's law, free
bank notes were backed by personal bonds and mortgages,
not state bonds.) Like New York's law, Michigan's was
designed to both encourage banking and promote stability
and a safe currency. Unfortunately, something went wrong
in Michigan. By the end of 1839, less than two years after
the law was passed, all but four of Michigan's free banks
closed (Rockoff 1975, p. 96). Although explicit loss data
do not exist, it has been estimated that the total loss to
Michigan's noteholders was as high as $4 million. This
would have been nearly 45 percent of Michigan's annual
income in 1840. (See Rockoff 1975, pp. 17-18.)
Minnesota's experience, while not as famous as Michigan's, was almost as bad. Of the 16freebanks that opened
under Minnesota's 1858 law, 11 closed by 1863. And
many that closed left their noteholders with very little. In 7
of the 11 closings, the state auditor could pay noteholders
no more than 35 cents on the dollar. Holders of notes of the
Bank of Rochester received less than 17 cents on the
dollar. (See Rolnick and Weber 1982b, Appendix, Table
D.)
Indiana's and Wisconsin's experiences were not as bad
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